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ModMyToys Premium
Vented Black PCI Bracket
with LED Rocker Switch -

Orange

$4.99

Product Images

Short Description

Great new ModMyToys version powder-coated black PCI bracket with rocker switch and large LED! This
extremely useful switch can be mounted in an empty PCI slot and control any electronic needs including
lighting and fans. If you don't want your switches to be visible or you don't want to drill a hole in your case,
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then this is the switch for you! This can replace boring cathode PCI swtiches that dont have LED's and replace
with an easy to see rocker that is great to see in the dark!

Description

Great new ModMyToys version powder-coated black PCI bracket with rocker switch and large LED!  This extremely useful switch
can be mounted in an empty PCI slot and control any electronic needs including lighting and fans. If you don't want your switches
to be visible or you don't want to drill a hole in your case, then this is the switch for you! This can replace boring cathode PCI
swtiches that dont have LED's and replace with an easy to see rocker that is great to see in the dark!

 

Optional Male Molex with Ground wire or complete cathode light wiring ready to go!

Features

Features:

Easy to Install
3 terminals: (2) Silver ones for 12V Power and ACCY (what you are powering) and (1) Copper Ground
Long lifespan
Beautiful lit LED's in choice of 6 colors

Additional Information

Brand ModMyToys

SKU MMT-PCISWITCH-OR

Weight 0.2500

Color Black

Switch Type Rocker PCI

LED Color Orange

Vendor SKU/EAN 0610696980045
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